Brain Circuits That Link Schizophrenia to High Risk of Cigarette Smoking
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Schizophrenia is associated with a high prevalence of smoking. Functional connectivity between the dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC) and limbic regions including the ventral striatum, extended amygdala and parahippocampal areas has been previously implicated in the genetics and clinical severity of smoking. In this study, we test the hypothesis that dACC functional circuits are key paths for the high risk of smoking comorbidity in schizophrenia. Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was performed using the dACC as a seed region in smoking and nonsmoking patients with schizophrenia (n = 54), matched controls (n = 65), and nonpsychotic first-degree relatives (n = 24). Multiple regions had decreased connectivity with the dACC in schizophrenia patients when compared with matched controls (n = 65). Several of these functional circuits were also associated with nicotine addiction severity; the largest cluster included limbic areas such as the parahippocampal, extended amygdala, ventral striatal, and posterior insula regions, indicating an overlap of schizophrenia and nicotine addiction on to this circuit. These same functional connectivity–defined circuits were also significantly impaired in schizophrenia nonsmokers compared with control nonsmokers and in nonpsychotic first-degree relatives. Functional connectivity between the dACC and limbic regions is inherently abnormal in schizophrenia, related to its genetic liability regardless of smoking, and overlaps with a nicotine addiction–related circuit. Our findings establish a biologically defined brain circuit mechanism that contributes to the high prevalence of smoking.
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Introduction

Rates of tobacco smoking are elevated in individuals with a mental illness, and are highest in schizophrenia, where smoking prevalence is ~60%–88%.12 Schizophrenia is associated with excess mortality, with smoking-related illnesses being the number one cause of preventable mortality.3 The link between smoking and mental illness is well established epidemiologically, but its biological basis remains unclear.

Current conceptualization of schizophrenia–nicotine addiction comorbidity centers on smoking as self-medication to overcome neurocognitive deficits or temper antipsychotic medication side effects.4 While these factors likely contribute to the high smoking prevalence in schizophrenia, ~80% of individuals at risk for schizophrenia smoke prior to disease onset.5 Unaffected twins of patients with schizophrenia have higher rates of smoking and more difficulty quitting than controls.6 The close association between smoking and schizophrenia occurs across continents where environment and base rates of smoking differ.7 Therefore, increased risk of smoking in schizophrenia may not be entirely due to environmental or medication effects and may instead be due to shared neurobiology.

One approach to understanding comorbidity is to model its brain circuitry using resting state functional connectivity (rsFC). rsFC corresponds to functional networks utilized by the brain in action,8 which are constrained by fiber connectivity,9 and predicts working memory and other cognitive functions.10 In addition, specific alterations in rsFC have been found in a variety of neuropsychiatric diseases.11 In this study, we define rsFC “circuit” as a measure of synchronization of intrinsic low-frequency fluctuations between brain regions at rest1 that provides a way to assay in vivo network-level functions.

Recent rsFC analyses revealed that decreased rsFC between dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC)–ventral striatum (VS) is a key pathway associated with nicotine addiction12 and its genetics.13 Of note, the area noted as “VS” in prior work14 included adjacent limbic areas (substantia innominata, extended amygdala, and parahippocampal regions). Of relevance to this study, structural
and functional differences in dACC and basal forebrain regions are commonly reported in schizophrenia. Abnormal ACC function in schizophrenia occurs during many cognitive tasks. Abnormal VS functions have been reported in prodromal, medicated, and unmedicated patients. Decreased volume of medial temporal lobe structures including parahippocampal gyrus and amygdala is a common finding in schizophrenia. Decreased gray matter in the amygdala, hippocampus, limbic lobe, and ACC has been found in first-episode schizophrenia, and decreased ACC and parahippocampal gray matter volume has been found in tobacco smokers. Concurrent ACC, striatal, and amygdala fMRI abnormalities have been observed within the same task in schizophrenia patients.

Here, we hypothesized that the dACC-extended amygdala/parahippocampal circuit is a key path responsible for the high prevalence of nicotine addiction in schizophrenia. Specifically, we hypothesized that dysfunction of this circuit is independently shared by nicotine addiction and schizophrenia. Testing this hypothesis relies on demonstrating that (1) dACC circuits are impaired in schizophrenia independent of smoking in schizophrenia nonsmokers compared with control nonsmokers, (2) dACC circuits are impaired in nicotine addiction, (3) schizophrenia-related dACC circuits overlap onto circuits linked to nicotine addiction, (4) circuits associated with nicotine addiction severity are fundamentally similar in schizophrenia smokers and control smokers, (5) disease-related effects in dACC circuits are fundamentally similar in schizophrenia smokers and schizophrenia nonsmokers, and (6) such circuit impairments are present in nonpsychotic first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients and therefore are related to the genetic liability of schizophrenia and are not due to antipsychotic medication.

Methods

Subjects

Sixty-five controls and 54 schizophrenia patients participated in the study. We frequency-matched nonsmokers vs smokers in each group (28:37 in controls and 18:36 in patients; $\chi^2 = 0.81, P = .37$) (see online supplementary table 1). Local Institutional Review Board panels approved the study. All subjects gave written informed consent. Subjects were 18–58 years of age. Controls were recruited through media advertisements. Patients were recruited through Maryland Psychiatric Research Center outpatient and neighboring clinics. All patients were clinically stable on antipsychotic medications. We also recruited 24 nonpsychotic, unmedicated first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients. Major medical and neurological conditions and current substance abuse or dependence in the past 12 months were exclusionary. All participants were evaluated with Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition. Controls had no Axis I diagnosis except nicotine dependence. First-degree relatives had no history of psychosis and no Axis I diagnoses except for a past single episode of depression. Clinical symptoms in patients were measured by the 20-item Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS), scored 1–7 on each item. Total and symptom scores on thought disorder, withdrawal, anxiety, activation, and psychosis symptoms were calculated. Smokers were current daily smokers for $\geq$1 year of any number of cigarettes. Nonsmokers did not currently smoke and have never been regular or daily smokers. Nicotine addiction severity was assessed by the Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND). Smokers were encouraged to smoke a cigarette prior to arriving at the study site to avoid withdrawal-related imaging changes. Every subject refrained from smoking for 30 min before the scan to avoid the immediate peak of nicotine from the last cigarette. We measured end-expiration carbon monoxide (CO) prior to scanning as an objective measure of recent smoking. Lifetime exposure to smoking was calculated by pack-year (# packs smoked/day × # years as smoker). Subjects could not drink more than 4 oz of any caffeinated drink on the day of scanning. Alcohol breath test and urine toxicology were performed immediately prior to scanning. Positive results were exclusionary.

MRI and Processing

Subjects were instructed to rest with their eyes open and not to think of anything specific. Resting-state blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) data were acquired for 5 min on a 3 Tesla Siemens Allegra scanner over 39, 4 mm axial, interleaved slices using a gradient echo echoplanar imaging sequence (150 vol/vol, echo time/repetition time [TR] = 27/2000 ms; flip angle = 80°; field of view = 220 × 220 mm²). T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo images (1 × 1 × 1 mm³) were acquired. Volumes were slice-timing aligned, motion corrected, linear detrended, spatially normalized, and resampled to Talairach space at 3 × 3 × 3 mm³, and spatially smoothed (full width at half maximum 6 mm) in AFNI. Data were temporally low-pass filtered ($f_{cutoff} = 0.1$ Hz). The dACC seed was manually identified on coronal sections for each subject starting one slice anterior to the disappearance of the corpus callosum to the anterior commissure posteriorly. Cross-correlation coefficients between the averaged time course in the dACC and each voxel’s time course in the brain were calculated, including 6 rigid head-motion parameter time courses and average time course in white matter as nuisance covariates to regress out fluctuations unlikely to be relevant to neuronal activity. Correlation coefficients were Fisher transformed to $z$ scores as a measure of rsFC. Because head motion can lead to spurious differences
in functional connectivity, we censored time points with significant motion. We calculated the Euclidean norm of the derivatives of the 6 motion parameters (comparing current to previous TR) to obtain a single measure of head motion for each TR and excluded time points (and 1 preceding) with a value ≥0.7. ANOVA was used to evaluate percent time points censored using diagnosis and smoking status as factors.

**Statistical Analysis**

**Circuit Identification: Overlapping Circuits in Schizophrenia and Nicotine Addiction.** To test whether schizophrenia and nicotine addiction independently affect overlapping brain circuits, we performed the following 3 steps.

1. Comparing schizophrenia nonsmokers ($n = 18$) with control nonsmokers ($n = 28$) to identify dACC circuits associated with schizophrenia independent of smoking.
2. Using FTND as a measure of nicotine addiction severity, we performed regression analysis with FTND in smokers ($n = 73$: schizophrenia and control smokers combined) to identify circuits associated with nicotine addiction severity. Note that disease-related and smoking-related circuits were identified from 2 independent groups (nonsmokers and smokers, respectively). (3) To select the final candidate circuits, we created an intersection mask from the individually statistically thresholded (family-wise error corrected, $P_{\text{corrected}} < .05$) disease-related maps from nonsmokers and nicotine addiction–related maps from smokers. Any circuit(s) identified should be independently affected by, but also shared between, schizophrenia and nicotine addiction (table 1).

Step 1 is based on voxel-wise 2-tailed independent sample $t$ tests for group comparisons, correcting for whole brain comparisons at $P_{\text{corrected}} < .05$, corresponding to a $P$ threshold of .001 and a minimum cluster size of 2000 voxels.

**Table 1. Analysis Pipeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Number of Subjects</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identify disease-related circuits ($t$ test: control vs schizophrenia)</td>
<td>Nonsmokers</td>
<td>Control: 28; schizophrenia: 18</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identify smoking-related circuits (FTND regression)</td>
<td>Smokers</td>
<td>Control: 37; schizophrenia: 36</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Candidate circuits: intersection of disease- and smoking-related maps from steps 1 and 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>rsFC-FTND correlations (control smokers vs schizophrenia smokers)</td>
<td>Smokers</td>
<td>Control smokers: 37; schizophrenia smokers: 36</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Identify disease-related differences in smokers (control vs schizophrenia, controlling for FTND)</td>
<td>Smokers</td>
<td>Control smokers: 37; schizophrenia smokers: 36</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Identify disease-related differences in first-degree relative smokers (control vs relative smokers, controlling for FTND)</td>
<td>First-degree relative smokers, control smokers</td>
<td>Control smokers: 37; first-degree relative smokers: 8</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Identify disease-related differences in first-degree relative nonsmokers (control vs relative nonsmokers)</td>
<td>First-degree relative non-smokers, control nonsmokers</td>
<td>Control nonsmokers: 28; first-degree relative nonsmokers: 16</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** FTND, Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence; rsFC, resting state functional connectivity.
324 mm³ for the control vs schizophrenia nonsmoker analysis determined by Monte Carlo simulations. Step 2 is based on a voxel-wise linear regression using FTND as the independent variable, corrected at $P_{\text{corrected}} < .05$ ($P$ threshold of .001; minimum cluster size of 351 mm³). In step 3, results are combined by an “AND” function to identify circuits fulfilling both analyses. Because small clusters could spuriously arise in the intersection mask (step 3) due to resampling and/or smoothing, only clusters ≥100 mm³ were subjected to further analysis.

Schizophrenia Smokers vs Control Smokers—Nicotine Addiction Severity. Because smoking-related circuits were identified from all smokers (patients and controls), to ensure that the relationship between nicotine addiction severity and rsFC in dACC circuits was fundamentally similar in schizophrenia smokers and control smokers, we extracted mean rsFC separately from the final candidate circuits in schizophrenia and control smokers. Pearson correlations were performed between rsFC and FTND for each group. We statistically performed group comparison of rsFC-FTND correlations using Fisher $r$-to-$z$ transformation.

Schizophrenia Smokers vs Control Smokers—Disease-Related Effects. Disease-related effects in candidate circuits were obtained from nonsmoker schizophrenia patients only. Therefore, disease-related rsFC could be unique to schizophrenia nonsmokers rather than representative of schizophrenia in general. To ensure this was not the case, we extracted mean rsFC for schizophrenia smokers and control smokers for the candidate circuits. We compared rsFC from the schizophrenia vs control smoker groups and included FTND as a covariate to control for smoking severity.

First-Degree Relatives. In order to demonstrate that circuit abnormalities are related to the liability for schizophrenia and are not due to antipsychotic medication effects, we compared first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients to controls. Mean rsFC values in relatives were extracted from candidate circuits described in step 3. Because the relative sample contained a higher percentage of nonsmokers than patient and control groups, we performed these analyses separately for smoking and nonsmoking relatives because rsFC could potentially be confounded by the greater frequency of nonsmokers in the combined relative group.

Clinical Correlations. Pearson’s correlations were applied to examine relationships between BPRS and rsFC, correcting for the number of correlations using Bonferroni correction. Correlations between BPRS and rsFC in candidate circuits would add further support that these circuits are related to schizophrenia pathophysiology.

Supportive Analyses. Smoking-related analyses were based on nicotine addiction severity, which by definition involves smokers but not nonsmokers. For the primary analyses, we used correlation with nicotine addiction severity (FTND) for circuit identification because our sample included both light and heavy smokers, making a categorical (smoker vs nonsmoker) approach potentially less sensitive to detecting smoking-related circuits. We also wanted to use independent groups to generate the smoking-related and disease-related maps. We therefore performed a supportive analysis using 2-way ANOVA with rsFC as the dependent variable and diagnosis (control vs patient) and smoking status (heavy smoker vs nonsmoker) and their interaction as factors. We compared heavy smokers with nonsmokers by excluding light smokers and including only smokers with FTND ≥ 6, a common criterion for defining high levels of nicotine dependence.

Results

Schizophrenia patients and controls did not significantly differ in age, gender, or smoking characteristics (see online supplementary table 1).

Circuit Identification: Overlapping Circuits in Schizophrenia and Nicotine Addiction

We identified dACC rsFC circuits associated with schizophrenia independent of smoking by comparing control and schizophrenia nonsmokers, yielding 8 large clusters with decreased rsFC in schizophrenia (figure 1A). We next identified 15 dACC rsFC circuits associated with nicotine addiction severity in smokers with voxel-wise regression analysis with FTND ($P_{\text{corrected}} < .05$; figure 1C). In all 15 circuits, higher FTND was correlated with reduced circuit strength.

To identify circuits shared between disease-related effects in nonsmokers and nicotine addiction severity effects in smokers, we found the intersection of disease-related and nicotine addiction–related maps and identified 12 candidate circuits significantly associated with both schizophrenia and smoking (figures 1B and 1D). The largest cluster encompassed key basal forebrain/limbic areas: right parahippocampal gyrus, extended amygdala, VS, and posterior insula and will be referred to as the “dACC-right limbic” circuit. Other clusters included right inferior frontal gyrus, uncus, inferior parietal and left anterior and posterior portions of the inferior temporal gyrus, precuneus, precentral gyrus, parahippocampal, and fusiform gyri and bilateral superior temporal gyri (see online supplementary table 2).
Bonferroni correction \( (P = .05/12 = P < .004) \): dACC-right limbic, dACC-left posterior inferior temporal gyrus, dACC-right superior temporal gyrus, dACC-left fusiform gyrus, dACC-right uncus, dACC-left parahippocampal, and dACC-right inferior parietal lobule (figure 2B).

Further analysis will be restricted to these 7 circuits to ensure findings are representative of schizophrenia smokers and nonsmokers. To summarize results thus far, dACC rsFC circuits were identified from abnormalities in schizophrenia independent of smoking, and simultaneously were associated with nicotine addiction severity in both control smokers and smokers with schizophrenia. Thus, common circuits appear to exist between schizophrenia and nicotine addiction.

**First-Degree Relatives**

We further examined these 7 circuits in 24 unmedicated nonpsychotic first-degree relatives of schizophrenia patients, who have increased genetic risk for schizophrenia. Unlike patient and control groups, who were predominantly smokers, relatives were mostly nonsmokers (16/24). Thus, we compared relative smokers and relative nonsmokers to their respective control groups separately. We first extracted mean rsFC from each of the 7 remaining candidate circuits to compare relative smokers \( (n = 8) \) to control smokers \( (n = 37) \), controlling for nicotine addiction severity. Although we used candidate circuits derived from the intersection of disease and smoking-related maps, this test uses groups (relative smokers vs control smokers) independent from the subjects (schizophrenia nonsmokers vs control nonsmokers) used to generate and define disease-related effects in the candidate circuits. Five circuits showed significantly reduced rsFC in relative smokers, and 3 of these circuits survived Bonferroni correction for 7 circuits \( (P = .05/7 = P = .007) \) (figure 3A): dACC-right limbic, dACC-right uncus, and dACC-right inferior parietal lobule. Similar to control and schizophrenia smokers, correlations between FTND and rsFC were consistently negative in relative smokers (eg, dACC-right limbic circuit: \( r = -.74, P = .04 \)).

Non smoker relatives \( (n = 16) \) showed significantly reduced rsFC in 3 circuits compared with control nonsmokers \( (n = 28) \), again including dACC-right limbic (figure 3B). After Bonferroni correction, only the dACC-right inferior parietal lobule circuit remained significant. Here, the finding of decreased rsFC in relative nonsmokers may be influenced by inflated control nonsmoker rsFC values because control nonsmokers were used to isolate disease-related effects in the initial analysis that generated the regions of interest (ROIs). Nonetheless, we performed Monte Carlo simulations to confirm that our findings are unlikely to be due to inflated control rsFC values \( (P = .02) \) (online supplementary methods). Overall, our results suggest that shared schizophrenia/nicotine

**Schizophrenia Smokers vs Control Smokers—Nicotine Addiction Severity**

For all candidate circuits, all FTND-rsFC relationships were significant in control smokers after Bonferroni correction for 12 circuits \( (P = .05/12 = .004) \), verifying that these circuits were representative of nicotine addiction in controls and were not biased by inclusion of schizophrenia subjects. In schizophrenia smokers, 10 of 12 FTND-rsFC relationships were significant but only 1 remained significant after correction: the dACC-right limbic circuit \( (P < .001) \) (online supplementary table 2). Importantly, there was no significant difference in the relationship between nicotine addiction severity and rsFC between the 2 smoker groups for the dACC-right limbic circuit (control: \( r = -.58 \); schizophrenia: \( r = -.50; P = .65 \); figure 2A) or any of the other circuits (all \( P > .05 \) (online supplementary table 2)) with lower circuit strength associated with greater nicotine addiction severity. Correlation analyses between CO, pack-year, and rsFC in all circuits were not significant (all \( r < .23, all P > .05 \)), suggesting that our findings were specific to addiction severity rather than recent or chronic smoking.

**Schizophrenia Smokers vs Control Smokers—Disease-Related Effects**

rsFC in 7 of the 12 circuits were decreased in schizophrenia smokers compared with control smokers after
addiction rsFC reductions in dACC-right limbic and other circuits may contribute to the familial/genetic liability for schizophrenia.

**Clinical Correlations**

Exploring correlations of rsFC circuit measures with clinical symptoms (BPRS scores), we found modest correlations between the dACC-right limbic rsFC and psychosis ($r = -0.31, P = 0.02$) and thought disorder ($r = -0.34, P = 0.01$) scores, although significance did not survive Bonferroni correction for 42 comparisons (7 circuits × 6 BPRS measures).

**Supportive Analyses**

Using smoking status in a 2-way ANOVA of diagnosis (control vs patient) × smoking status (heavy smoker [FTND ≥ 6] vs nonsmoker) analysis for the dACC-right limbic circuit, we found significant main effects of diagnosis ($F = 35.2, P < 0.001$) and a significant smoking × diagnosis interaction ($F = 4.0, P = 0.05$; figure 4). The significant smoking × diagnosis interaction supports the hypothesis of a coincidental overlap of decreased rsFC in the dACC-right limbic circuit in schizophrenia and nicotine addiction. Subjects with schizophrenia have reduced dACC-right limbic rsFC regardless of whether or not they smoke.

Decreases in rsFC could potentially be caused by group differences in head motion.$^{24,26}$ In a 2-way ANOVA, we found a significant effect of increased head motion (% of censored time points) in smokers vs nonsmokers ($F = 4.9, P = 0.03$) but no significant effect of diagnosis ($P = 0.27$) or smoking × diagnosis interaction ($P = 0.91$). Importantly, we found a near-zero correlation between FTND and head motion in control ($r = 0.01, P = 0.94$) and schizophrenia ($r = 0.06, P = 0.74$) smokers, suggesting that selecting circuits based on FTND as our primary analysis was relatively more immune to effects of head motion than the categorical approach of smoking status in our sample.

**Discussion**

This study showed that schizophrenia is associated with reduced rsFC in a dACC-right limbic circuit that included VS, parahippocampal, amygdalar, and posterior insular areas spatially similar to circuits previously identified in control smokers and by a smoking-related nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) alpha5 receptor genotype.$^{13}$ Furthermore, reduced circuit strength is present in nonsmoker schizophrenia patients and in first-degree relatives, suggesting that this circuit abnormality in schizophrenia is present regardless of smoking status or neuroleptic use, and instead is associated with the liability for and the presence of schizophrenia. In addition, we found a significant smoking × diagnosis interaction in which control heavy smokers had reduced rsFC in the dACC-right limbic circuit compared with healthy nonsmokers, whereas both nonsmokers and heavy smokers with schizophrenia had even further reductions in rsFC. Based on these supports to our hypothesis, we propose that individuals with schizophrenia are predisposed to smoking due to abnormalities inherent to schizophrenia.

**Fig. 2.** (A) Decreased resting state functional connectivity (rsFC) associated with increased nicotine addiction severity (Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence [FTND]) in smokers for dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC)-right limbic cluster. Note the similar relationship between rsFC and FTND for schizophrenia (SZ) ($n = 36$) and normal control (NC) ($n = 37$) smokers but overall decreased rsFC at all levels of smoking severity in SZ. (B) Decreased rsFC in smokers with SZ compared with NC smokers ($***P < 0.004$, Bonferroni corrected for number of circuit comparisons). Cluster locations represent areas of decreased rsFC using dACC as seed listed on x-axis in order of size, with right limbic (rLimbic) being the largest.
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in dACC-right limbic and perhaps several other dACC circuits associated with nicotine addiction. Abnormal findings identified in first-degree relatives in several of these circuits, including the dACC-right limbic, suggest that reduced strength in these circuits cannot be explained by medication or disease state–related confounds.

Smoking in schizophrenia patients is often attributed to variants of the self-medication theory, ie, due to individual needs for regulating mood, reducing stress, improving cognition, or suppressing medication side effects. While many of these effects of smoking are likely valid, these hypotheses may not explain other aspects of smoking in schizophrenia, such as increased smoking before psychosis onset or in family members. Our finding of reduced dACC-right limbic rsFC in patients and first-degree relatives supports a genetic predisposition mechanism. The high risk of smoking in schizophrenia can be construed as an unfortunate “biological coincidence” at a brain circuit level, such that a genetic predisposition to schizophrenia may affect the dACC-right limbic and perhaps other circuits in a manner similar to, but more severe, as to how this circuit predisposes nonpsychiatrically ill individuals to smoking. An alternative explanation may be that the finding of dACC-right limbic circuit impairments is complementary to self-medication hypotheses. For example, cognitive deficits in schizophrenia, also present in prodromal patients and in nonpsychotic family members, may be mediated by genetically determined dACC circuit impairments. Consistent with this view, nicotine administration in schizophrenia improves cognitive performance in association with increased rsFC between dACC and subcortical regions.

Meta-analysis of worldwide data showed that smoking rates in schizophrenia are significantly higher than in depression and anxiety. In a previous study, we found decreases in rsFC in a similar circuit between the dACC and limbic regions in a cohort of psychiatrically ill subjects that also included patients with depression and anxiety disorders. Decreased rsFC in this circuit may be a common final pathway for smoking in psychiatric illness in general. Further studies are needed to see if the even greater smoking prevalence in schizophrenia is associated with relatively larger decreases in dACC-right limbic rsFC compared with other psychiatric disorders.

The mechanisms behind shared rsFC reduction in schizophrenia and nicotine addiction are unclear. Hyperdopaminergic striatal function is one of the most consistent dopaminergic findings in schizophrenia. Psychosis has been proposed to be due to the attribution...
of aberrant salience, in which individuals attribute enhanced salience to innocuous stimuli. This process, mediated by striatal dopaminergic release, may lead to the development of paranoid delusions in which neutral cues are misinterpreted as being salient or threatening.\(^6\) Similarly, the attribution of incentive salience to previously neutral cues associated with nicotine use is critical in the establishment of nicotine dependence\(^7\) and is mediated by phasic dopaminergic release induced by nicotinic actions on nAChRs in the mesoaccumbens system. Such drug-related cues acquire the ability to independently evoke phasic dopaminergic release in the striatum,\(^8\) associated with craving and drug-seeking behavior in dependent individuals.\(^9\) The identified dACC rsFC network involving dACC, insula, and multiple subcortical areas including the VS and sublenticular extended amygdala, closely matches the salience network,\(^10\) which is thought to mediate the selection of important internal/environmental signals. We therefore speculate that because of the inherent vulnerability of aberrant salience attribution in schizophrenia mediated through the dACC-right limbic network identified in this study, patients with schizophrenia may have an increased propensity to develop incentive salience to drug-related cues, leading to a predilection toward developing nicotine dependence. Consistent with the notion of a unitary mechanism of abnormal salience attribution underlying psychosis and nicotine dependence, rsFC of the dACC-right limbic network was not only significantly associated with nicotine addiction but also with psychosis.

This study has several limitations. Our findings were restricted to dACC circuits, and other regions may contribute to nicotine addiction that are independent of or interact with the dACC-limbic circuit. In addition, nicotine levels or withdrawal may have contributed to reduced rsFC in dACC circuits in smoking severity analyses. Previous fMRI studies of nicotine withdrawal have identified increased cerebral blood flow in similar brain regions to those identified in this study, such as the ACC, VS, amygdala, and hippocampus.\(^11\) Although we cannot rule out the possibility that nicotine craving or withdrawal contributed to decreased connectivity in these circuits, the finding of decreased connectivity in nonsmokers with schizophrenia comparable with that of heavy smokers is more consistent with shared neural circuitry of nicotine dependence and schizophrenia. Furthermore, we found no significant correlations between rsFC and CO, a measure of recent nicotine exposure. Given the small sample size of first-degree relatives, the analysis in relatives was underpowered to perform circuit identification by comparing whole brain dACC seed correlation maps between relatives and controls. We therefore instead extracted mean rsFC from candidate circuits identified from control vs schizophrenia analyses to test the hypothesis that reduced rsFC was also present in relatives. Decreased rsFC of the dACC-right limbic circuit in relative nonsmokers did not survive Bonferroni correction. Thus, our conclusion that the dACC-right limbic circuit reflects the genetic liability for schizophrenia should be considered preliminary and requires replication in a larger sample of relatives.

To summarize, results of this study support a shared brain circuit theory to explain the high risk of smoking in schizophrenia. Each condition may share a common pathway at the gross brain circuit level captured by resting-state synchronization measures. Such a neural circuit mechanism may provide a theoretical alternative or complement to the prevailing self-medication hypothesis, by explaining the biology of comorbidity using concrete, falsifiable brain circuit biomarkers suitable for subsequent animal and human research.
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